Over the lecture period [as usual] one coursework components was undertaken. The results from this piece of coursework showed the students had a moderately good [to good] understanding of a subset of concepts presented during the lectures. The exam results enforced this view – with a good spread of results. The exam results show the module’s learning outcomes were sufficiently exercised. Both the courses and the lecture learning outcomes (LOs) were tested and the students [as a whole] showed good comprehension of the LOs. The exam and coursework validated the pedagogical approach. Extra comments [also posted on Blackboard]: “Well done,
While marking the scripts two of you, although I have not finished marking, has achieved 80% in the exam, very well done all of you and the two whom excelled... After finishing marking the 2014 Exams the results showed that: two students obtained 80%; four students obtained [70 – 79%]; so overall one of the best cohorts’ performance that the course has had, again very well done.”
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